
Demand and supply analysis

Demand :

• Demand is an economic principle referring to a 
consumer's desire to purchase goods and services 
and willingness to pay a price for a specific good or 
service. 

• Holding all other factors constant, an increase in the 
price of a good or service will decrease the quantity 
demanded, and vice versa.

• The desire backed by ability to pay and willingness 
to pay is demand.

• There must be resources available to be demand.



• Demand are limited due to price of product, income 
constraint etc.

• Example; A millionaire wanting to have a car is 
demand.

Desire :

• The wish to have something is desire.

• There is no need of resources in desire.

• Desires can be limitless/ endless.

• Desire is not affected by determinants.

• Desire can take place anywhere and any time.

• Example; The beggar wanting to have a car is a 
desire.



The Law of Demand & the law of Supply :

• The law of supply and demand is a theory that explains 
the interaction between the sellers of a resource and 
the buyers for that resource.

• The theory defines the relationship between the price 
of a given good or product and the willingness of 
people to either buy or sell it.

• Generally, as price increases, people are willing to 
supply more and demand less and vice versa when the 
price falls.

• The theory is based on two separate "laws," the law of 
demand and the law of supply.

• The two laws interact to determine the actual market 
price and volume of goods on a market.

https://www.investopedia.com/video/play/law-supply-and-demand/
https://www.investopedia.com/video/play/law-supply-and-demand/


The Law of Demand:

• The law of demand states that, if all other factors 
remain equal, the higher the price of a good, the 
less people will demand that good.

• In other words, the higher the price, the lower the 
quantity demanded.

• The amount of a good that buyers purchase at a 
higher price is less because as the price of a good 
goes up, so does the opportunity cost of buying 
that good.

• As a result, people will naturally avoid buying a 
product that will force them to forgo the 
consumption of something else they value more.



The law of Supply :

• Like the law of demand, the law of 
supply demonstrates the quantities that will be 
sold at a certain price.

• But unlike the law of demand, the supply 
relationship shows an upward slope. This means 
that the higher the price, the higher the quantity 
supplied.

• From the seller's perspective, the opportunity cost 
of each additional unit that they sell tends to be 
higher and higher.

• Producers supply more at a higher price because 
the higher selling price justifies the higher 
opportunity cost of each additional unit sold.

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/l/lawofsupply.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/l/lawofsupply.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/q/quantitysupplied.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/q/quantitysupplied.asp


Demand and Supply Curves:

• The demand curve is a graphical representation of 
the relationship between the price of a good or 
service and the quantity demanded for a given 
period of time.

• In a typical representation, the price will appear on 
the left vertical axis, the quantity demanded on the 
horizontal axis.



• Demand curves can be used either for the price-
quantity relationship for an individual consumer 
(an individual demand curve), or for all consumers 
in a particular market (a market demand curve).

• It is generally assumed that demand curves slope 
down, as shown in the adjacent image.

• This is because of the law of demand: for most 
goods, the quantity demanded falls if the price 
rises.

• Certain unusual situations do not follow this law. 

• These include Veblen goods, Giffen goods, and 
speculative bubbles where buyers are attracted to a 
commodity if its price rises.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law_of_demand
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Veblen_goods
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Giffen_goods
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Giffen_goods
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Giffen_goods


The supply curve:

• A supply curve is a graphical representation of the 
relationship between the number of products that 
manufacturers or producers are willing to sell or 
supply and the price of those items at any given 
time.

• While the price of the products is indicated on the 
X-axis, the quantity is plotted on the Y-axis when 
the other conditions affecting the elements remain 
constant.



• The price-quantity supplied relationship is plotted 
on the supply curve, which is normally upward 
sloping, indicating the appetite of suppliers to offer 
more quantity at higher prices. Possible changes in 
factors that are not related to the price will shift the 
supply curve to the right or the left, whereas 
changes in price will be traced along a fixed supply 
curve.



What is movement and Shift of demand and 
supply

Movement along the demand curve:

• A change in price causes a movement along the 
demand curve. It can either be contraction (less 
demand) or expansion/extension. (more demand)

Contraction in demand:

• An increase in price from Tk.10 to Tk.12 causes a 
movement along the demand curve, and quantity 
demand falls from 55 to 40. We say this is a 
contraction in demand



Expansion in demand:

• A fall in price from Tk.10 to Tk.7 leads to an 
expansion (increase) in demand. As price falls, there 
is a movement along the demand curve and more is 
bought( 55to 75 ).



• A shift in the demand curve occurs when the whole 
demand curve moves to the right or left. For 
example, an increase in income would mean people 
can afford to buy more rice even at the same price.

• The demand curve could shift to the right for the 
following reasons:

• The good became more popular (e.g. fashion 
changes or successful advertising campaign)

• The price of a substitute good increased.

• The price of a complement good decreased.

• A rise in incomes (assuming the good is a normal 
good)

• Seasonal factors.





Movement along the supply curve:

• The amount of commodity supplied changes with 
rise and fall of the price while other determinants 
of supply remain constant. This change, when 
shown in the graph, is known as movement along a 
supply curve.

• In simple words, movement along a supply curve 
represents the variation in quantity supplied of the 
commodity with a change in its price and other 
factors remaining unchanged. 

• The movement in supply curve can be of two types 
– extension and contraction.



• Extension in a supply curve is caused when there is 
an increase in the price or quantity supplied of the 
commodity while contraction is caused due to a 
decrease in the price or quantity supplied of the 
commodity.

• In the above fig. II, let us suppose Tk. 20 is the 
original price of milk per liter and 20,000 liters is the 
original quantity of supply. 



• When the price rises from Tk. 20 to Tk. 30, the 
amount of quantity supplied rises from 20,000 liters 
to 30,000 liters, and there is a movement in the 
supply curve from point B to point C.This movement 
is known as an extension of the supply curve.

• Similarly, when the price falls from Tk. 20 to Tk. 10, 
the amount of quantity supplied falls from 20,000 
liters to 10,000 liters, and there is another 
movement in the supply curve from point B to point 
A. This movement is known as a contraction of the 
supply curve.



Shift in supply curve:

• A change in supply leads to a shift in the supply 
curve, which causes an imbalance in the market 
that is corrected by changing prices and 
demand. An increase in the change in supply shifts 
the supply curve to the right, while a decrease in 
the change in supply shifts the supply curve left.



• The shift in supply curve can also be of two types –
rightward shift and leftward shift. The rightward 
shift occurs in supply curve when the quantity of 
supplied commodity increases at same price due to 
favorable changes in non-price factors of production 
of the commodity. Similarly, a leftward shift occurs 
when the quantity of supplied commodity 
decreases at the same price.

• In the above fig. III, let us suppose that SS is the 
original supply curve where Q amount of 
commodity has been supplied at price P. Due to 
favorable changes in non-price factors, the 
production of the commodity has increased and its 
supply has been increased by Q2 – Q amount, at the 
same price. 



• This has caused the supply curve rightwards and 
new supply curve S2S2 has formed.

• In the same, due to unfavorable changes in non-
price factors of the commodity, the production and 
supply have fallen to Q1 amount. Accordingly, the 
supply curve has shifted leftwards and new supply 
curve S1S1 has formed.



Factors Affecting Demand:

• Consumer preferences among different goods are 
the most important determinant of demand.

• The existence and prices of other consumer goods 
that are substitutes or complementary products can 
modify demand.

• Changes in conditions that influence consumer 
preferences can also be important, such as seasonal 
changes or the effects of advertising.

• Changes in incomes can also be important in either 
increasing or decreasing quantity demanded at any 
given price.



Factors Affecting Supply:

• Supply is largely a function of production costs such 
as labor and materials , the physical technology 
available to combine inputs; the number of sellers 
and their total productive capacity over the given 
time frame; and taxes, regulations, or other 
institutional costs of production.

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/production-cost.asp

